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The Dominican Republic (D.R.), in search of more resilient construction methods, 
moved away from its vernacular architecture, leaving behind traditional thermal 
comfort and energy efficiency techniques. 
As I embarked upon my master studies I was introduced to Passive House, a 
German methodology that can achieve the same or be@er results as vernacular 
architecture in the D.R. but with quite an opposite approach, anchoring in my 
mind concerns about which approach would be the most effective. 
My motivation for investigating these two methods was to determine if passive 
house could provide high performance buildings in the Dominican Republic, or 
if local vernacular strategies, with their opposite approach, could be utilized to 
achieve similar performance in the buildings of today. 
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ABSTRACT 
As a developing country, the Dominican Republic does not have the financial 
resources or expertise in the construction field to fully implement many of the 
available sustainable technologies. However, sustainable approaches can be both 
subtle and radical for their application to this country. If our intention as 
designers is to really make a change, then the answer is balance, a balance 
between simple yet effective techniques and new technologies. 
The Passive House standard, which focuses on energy efficiency by super 
insulating and air tightening the envelope, is one of the most rigorous energy 
standards in Europe and the United States. Dominican vernacular architecture, 
without any specific set of standards uses the opposite approach of cross 
ventilation and open air. It has been proven itself to satisfy user’s needs for 
comfort since being colonized by Spain. 
With the help of design software that analyzes the energy performance of 
buildings, this thesis will compare, analyze and contrast the performance of an 
average Dominican house against modified versions that applies vernacular and 
passive house techniques. The highlights of these analyses will be utilized to 
design a building that merges the best of both techniques and responds to the 
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LIST OF TERMS 
D. R. – The Dominican Republic, the subject Country in the Caribbean.  
PHPP – Passive House Planning Package, Official Passive house building 
performance analysis software. 
PHI – Passive House Institute, American Passive House organization. 
GHGE – Green House Gas Emissions, Release of gases that trap heat in the 
atmosphere.  
HVAC – Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning, system to cool and heat a 
space. 
R-value – Thermal Resistance Value of a material or combination of materials. 
CMU – Concrete Masonry Unit, construction element 
!  viii
LIST OF UNITS 
M2  – Square Meters, unit of distance 
Sf. – Square Foot, unit of distance 
Km2– Square Kilometer, unit of area 
Cm – Centimeter, unit of distance 
Deg/hr – Degrees per hour 
oC – Celcius, unit of temperature 
oF – Farenheit, unit of temperature 
kWh – Killowat Hour, unit of power 
kWh/m2a – Killowat Hour per square meter in a year 
Lux – Lumen per square meter, unit of illuminance 
ach. – Air change per hour, air volume added or removed from a space 
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1.0   INTRODUCTION 
“ The Dominican Republic is a country created by God for 
tourism, I have dared to say sometimes, excited by the beauty 
of its potential”  
-Don Angel Miolán, director of the department of 
Dominican tourism, 1967-1974 
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1.0  Introduction
1.1   Dominican Republic 
The Dominican Republic is located in the sunny Caribbean and part of the 
northern and western hemisphere. With a total land area of 48,730 km2 (11,861 
acres), the Dominican Republic resides on the island of Hispaniola, bordered by 
Haiti to the West, the Atlantic Ocean to the north and East, and the Caribbean Sea 
to the South. (Fig. 1) 
Michael Grosberg, a writer of the travel website Lonely Planet, describes D.R. as 
a country blessed with one of the Caribbean’s most diverse landscapes, stunning 
mountain scenery, desert scrublands, romantic colonial architecture, the 
!  2
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Figure 1- Dominican Republic Location Map
friendliest people and plenty of stunning beaches.  These natural, historical and 1
social characteristics make tourism rank as the highest source of revenue of the 
economy, producing earnings of US$4.3 billion in 2011, as stated by the Central 
Bank.   2
Regretfully, architecture in the D. R. does not take into account its energy 
performance or the impact on the environment. As a developing country D.R. is 
constantly faced with not only economical issues, but also social and 
environmental ones. The way Dominicans are naively and unsustainably 
designing, building, and living keeps threatening the natural resources, which 
are the primary source of income via tourism. Over utilizing the already non-
efficient power lines, mining the beaches to bring sand from virgin land, 
contaminating fresh water with black water, proudly breaking the established 
laws, and poorly building over 50% of the entire housing system on the island  3
are some of the repercussions of this uneducated society. 
 http://www.lonelyplanet.com/dominican-republic#ixzz3lC3xWYon1
 "Tourism Investment Guide" (PDF). Ministry of Tourism Dominican Republic. Retrieved 5 December 2014.2
 “Housing need in the Dominican Republic”, accessed July 12 2015, http://www.habitat.org/where-we-build/dominican-republic.3
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The D. R. is classified as one of the ten most vulnerable countries in the world to 
climate change.  It is currently being affected by: sea level rise, warmer weather, 4
and flooding.  These have led to being confronted with natural disasters such as 
hurricanes, earthquakes, floods, and landslides that are likely to become more 
frequent and therefore severely impact the fragile economy. 
1.1.1   Energy Consumption in the Dominican Republic 
The Dominican Republic has the highest priced energy in the region ($0.2 USD 
kWh/h). The inefficient supply of electricity and ineffective governance of the 
sector suppresses overall economic growth in the Dominican Republic . 95% of 5
this energy is produced through unsustainable methods, which greatly 
contributes to Green House Gas Emissions (coal, oil, gas, etc).  
40% of the energy is consumed by Industries, 33% is consumed by residential 
buildings (the second largest energy consumer in the country), 15% by commerce 
and urban infrastructure, and 12% is consumed by agriculture.  6
 Dominican Republic Country Development Cooperation Strategy. FY 2014-2018 by USAID/D.R4
 USAID Inclusive Growth Diagnostic: Dominican Republic, 2012  
5
 El Mercado de Energias Renovables en Republica Dominicana, 2012, Instituto Español de Comercio Exterior, p.66
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In the residential sector, the energy consumption is highly marked by the income 
level of the house. Consumption from high-income households triples the 
consumption by those with lower incomes.  The data available distribute the 
energy consumption as follows: 34% for space cooling, 25% for food 
conservation, 20% for other appliances, and 18% for lighting. The island has a 7
very high potential for the use of solar and hydro energy generation and Eolic. 
These initiatives are encouraged by local ordinances, though still not at their 
prime due to high initial costs. 
1.2   Theory 
The current sensitive state of the environment worldwide requires the 
implementation of extreme solutions in order to make real, positive impact. Most 
global issues are related to the climate, and directly affect humanity’s basic needs 
such as health, food, water, and shelter.  
Unless further action is taken to reduce Green House Gas Emissions (GHGE), 
temperatures are projected to rise 2 to 4 degrees Fahrenheit over the next few 




decades. Twenty percent of the world’s biodiversity is projected to become 
extinct, and rainfall is projected to decrease in ho@er parts of the world leading to 
a significant reduction of water supplies.  8
Architects have the ability to address these issues as buildings account for 38% of 
these emissions , mostly coming from the building’s energy use. It only makes 9
sense that the architect’s designs focus on delivering less energy-dependent 
buildings that provide comfort to the occupants without relying on a poorly 
conditioned  and defective system. 
Although the Passive House standard demands highly energy efficient buildings 
and appears to be an evident solution, it has not been studied in this 
environment yet and represents a high risk. In most locations, there are no 
qualified workers available to install or maintain them, making it an economic 
and liability issue.  
Vernacular architecture in the Dominican Republic has proven to be energy 
efficient and provide high thermal comfort levels, but as opposed to Passive 
House it relies on a completely open envelope that allows the air to quickly get in 
and out of the spaces. However, unlike Passive House, Dominican vernacular 
 “What’s happening & Why”, accessed November 28 2014, http://www.globalchange.gov/climate-change/whats-happening-why8
 U.S. EPA. 2008. Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gases Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2006, p. ES8.9
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Figure 2 – Intuitive-synthetic design vs. logical-analytical Chart.    Source: Passive House Design (Book)
architecture has no scientific proof other than user experience, therefore there is 
no scientific demonstration that one is preferable over the other. 
A thorough analysis is needed, comparing both methods to find which strategies 
are most effective in this climate. 
Another interesting relationship between these methods is that not only are their 
approaches completely different, but their process to get there are polar 
opposites. Vernacular architecture is and has always been achieved by the trial 
error method, where the design process is always spasmodic and directly related 
to tradition, culture and self-reflection.. In contrast, Passive House follows a very 
strict scientific approach, following rationality, a structured process and 
comparative analyses.  These concepts are both aptly referred to as Intuitive-10
Synthetic Design and Logical-Analytical Design by Roberto Gonzalo. (Fig. 2) 
 
 




1.3   Methods 
My intent by performing this virtual analysis is to determine which construction 
technique would result in the most energy efficient building and comply with 
passive house energy demands standards (120 kWh/m2a energy demand) or 
which architectural features could be taken from each one to achieve this. 
In order to explain this experiment in a clear and organized way I divided this 
thesis in to three phases: Research, Analysis and Design. 
Research Phase. 
This phase is divided in three major parts: 
1. Investigation of vernacular Dominican architecture and passive house. 
2. Identification of which characteristics are unique and relevant to each 
approach. 




This phase is divided in four parts: 
1. Choosing an average mid income house floor plan. 
2. Applying the characteristics determined in the first phase (from passive 
house, vernacular and typical architecture) to the base plan. 
3. Modeling and analyzing the energy performance of the three buildings, 
utilizing D. R. as the context. 
4. Identifying the strengths and weaknesses of each building. 
Design Phase. 
This phase is divided in two parts: 
1. Merging the strengths from each building to obtain a hybrid house. 
2. Analyzing the hybrid house’s energy performance. 
The analysis will be performed by utilizing design software such as Revit, Green 
Building Studio and Ecotect to identify the weaknesses and strengths of the 
differently built homes when placed under the Dominican Republic’s urban and 
climate conditions.  
!  9
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Revit is a Building Information Modeling (BIM) software developed by Autodesk 
with integrated cloud-based solutions for building performance analysis and 
visualization. It allows designers to visualize and simulate a buildings 
performance within its context.   11
Green Building Studio is a cloud based building energy performance simulator 
Ecotect is an analysis tool that simulates the performance of buildings from early 
states of design. 




1.4   Metrics 
In order to effectively compare the buildings, five metrics will be utilized: 
1. Day lighting levels indoors helps determine the need of artificial lighting in 
hours, to later calculate the energy consumed by them. (Lux) 
2. Natural ventilation, which will be determined by modeling indoor wind 
paths and speed. (m/s) 
3. Thermal performance will be analyzed by: 
a.  Ability of the interior space to stay inside the comfort zone (Deg/hr) 
b.  Indoor discomfort rate. A system that rates the space in a range between 
0%- 105% depending on the number of hours stays above or bellow the 
desired comfort zone. (%) 
c. Envelope gains help identify which elements of the envelope are 
responsible of heat gain or loss.(kWh/m2) 
4. Cooling loads are directly related to thermal performance; though it presents 
a quantitative result by determining the amount of energy required to 
mechanically cool the building. (kWh) 
5. Energy demand which will be determined by calculating the building’s 
yearly energy consumption. (kWh/M2)  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2.0   VERNACULAR DOMINICAN  
ARCHITECTURE 
“When one talks about the “tropical house”, the image that most 
readily comes to mind is the stereotype of an open, tranquil house, 
integrated into nature, with many plants….” 
- Omar Rancier (Spanish) 
2.0  Vernacular Dominican Architecture                                                        !12
2.1   Definition 
Vernacular architecture is the simplest architectural form to address human 
needs. Vernacular buildings reflect the traditions and knowledge of a generation 
without design professionals that responded directly to the surroundings. It 
relies heavily on local materials and optimizing nature-building relationships to 
maximize comfort and quality of the space; a testimony of culture some say.  12
This type of architecture has always been an 
immediate response not only to the environmental 
needs, but also the social and economic needs of a 
culture; the three major points upon which 
sustainability is based. As rudimentary as it may 
seem, the vernacular architecture is an expression 
of what is really needed in that climate; vernacular 
architecture was a constant “experiment”.  
In the Dominican Republic it all started with the local indigenous people (taínos) 
and their structures called “Bohíos”, simple circular floor plan family homes 
made out of wood sticks and with tree leaf steeped roofs.  
 http://www.arqhys.com/contenidos/vernacula-arquitectura.html
12
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Figure 3 – Indigenous Structure
Because of other cultural influences from Britain, France, Spain and Africa, and a 
diverse understanding of the hot and humid climate, the construction of 
vernacular buildings evolved over the years. 
 
Due to the devastations from hurricanes and the lack of resiliency of earlier 
structures, today’s Dominican vernacular buildings are the structures that 
represent this architectural evolution that remain standing; mostly dwellings 
built between the years 1940 and 1990 . A modified version of the Victorian 13
house that adapted to the surroundings , as happens in many different places in 14
the world. These dwelling types are part of the Dominican identity and culture. 
Some of the Dominican Republic’s vernacular features are: open, light and small 
structures, that utilizes shading bays, separated services, local materials such as 
palm tree wood and thatch canopies ornamented with carved wood details that 
improve natural ventilation. 
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish, 2009, 100.
13
 María Elena Pichardo, “The Victorian house: how did it get adapted to the Dominican Republic’s weather” (Spanish), Masters Thesis ETSAB, 
14
2012
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Figure 4 – Vernacular Houses                                          Source: Dominican Popular Architecture (Book)
2.2   Layout 
The typical dwelling (Fig. 5) consists of a house with 1 or 2 bedrooms, a living 
room, dining room, sometimes a porch, an a@ached kitchen and toilet. The basic 
organizational concept is to keep sanitary services (germs) and kitchens (heat) 
away from the social areas and bedrooms, resulting in a home containing 
bedrooms, living and dining rooms and adjacent structures containing the 
kitchen and toilet.  15
 
 
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture, 2009, 86
15
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Figure 5 - Typical Vernacular Site.              Source: Adapted fromDominican Popular Architecture (Book) 
There are 3 typologies of Dominican vernacular architecture based on the 
geometric characteristics presented in their floor plan and façade; Linear 
typology, Nuclear typology and L shaped typology.  
Linear typologies are characterized by linear floor plans, usually composed of 2 
or 3 modules by 1.5 modules; each module is approximately 2.7 m (9 ft). The 
porch also provides extra shadow to the structure, and provides a transitional 
area that connects the house with the exterior.  16
 
Nuclear Typologies are characterized by a centralized floor plan, usually almost 
square and divided in two private areas (usually 2 bedrooms connected by a 
door) and social areas (gallery, living and dining room). This typology is more 
common in urban areas.  17
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish), 2009, 120.16
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish), 2009, 134. 17
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Figure 6 – Three Modules and Central Porch Linear Typology Floor plan and Photo.          Source: Ibid.
 	  
 
L shape typologies are found in the urban grid, a mix of the two previous basic 
typologies. Characterized by its L shape, in some cases it introduces new 
programming: commercial spaces and interior kitchens.  18
 
 
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish), 2009, 14018
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Figure 7 - Nuclear with Side Gallery Typology Example Floor plan and Photo.                        Source: Ibid
Figure 8 - L Type with Modular Gallery Example Floor plan and Photo.                               Source: Ibid.
Figure 9 - – Wall and house made out of Tejamanil 
2.3   Materials 
Vernacular houses were built with whatever raw materials where available and 
were appropriate for the need. 
-Foundations were usually built directly on the ground out of rocks and clay or 
concrete, elevating or leveling the floor from the ground with the help of wood, 
iron or concrete piles.  19
-Walls on earlier and most models where built on wooden structures and pine or 
palm planks locally called “seto”. Some of them were built with a double wall 
system which consisted of a less resistant wood layer on the inside that covered 
the structure (wall and roof) and resulted in be@er thermal comfort inside. 
Modern versions utilize self supporting walls, partially or entirely made out of 
industrial block (depending on the budget), and then plastered with mortar. 
Lower income families created 
their “budget friendly” wall 
material called tejamanil (Fig. 9), a 
stick woven structure covered in a 
vernacular mortar made out of 
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish), 2009, 154.19
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dust, water and cow excrement. Although this material provided good thermal 
resistance, because of resiliency and hygiene issues, it was later replaced later 
with calicanto, a wood structure reinforced with wire and covered with 
concrete.  20
-Doors and windows were made out of natural pinewood and royal palm 
detailing, topped with a fretwork transom. 
-There were generally two types of roof, gabled (two pitched slopes) or hip (four 
slopes) made out of corrugated zinc, though new tendencies introduced plates 
(flat reinforced concrete slab). Dryer regions are able to build the roof out of 
natural materials such as leaves, cane stems, straw or patchouli, which block the 
sun’s radiation much be@er and lead to greater thermal comfort.  21
-False ceilings were made out of cardboard, paper mache, plywood or tongue-
and-groove wood were installed whenever the resources allowed it. 
-Wooden structures were built out of thick wood posts buried in every corner.  
 
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish), 2009, 155.20
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture, 2009, 304.21
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Figure 10 - Housing Materials Evolution.          Source: Adapted from Popular Dominican Architecture
2.4   Technologies (Local Wits) 
Dominican vernacular architecture responds to the hot and humid climate that 
dominates the country the entire year. Buildings where designed to increase air 
movement on the inside, shadow the envelope, prevent general heat gain, and 
increase privacy.  The following list is a compilation of the architectural features 22
that were introduced in these dwellings to respond to these needs. 
Floor plan.  
-Rectangular floor plans were oriented east to west to minimize sun exposure on 
the walls and reduce heat gain inside the structure. 
-Kitchen was separated from the main structure to keep 
the heat away. 
-Porches used as shading elements. 
Water collection system.  
Collection gu@ers sloped down to one of the roof edges; 
from there the water was redirected to a collection tank.  23
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish), 2009, 41.22
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish), 2009, 121.23
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Figure 12 – Water Collector
Figure 11 - Orientation diagram
Figure 13 – Floor Diagram
Figure 14 – Envelope Diagram
Elevated floors. 
Foundations were often built on a platform to avoid 
humidity, erosion, and to keep rodents away. 
Efficient envelope.  
-Tejamanil walls generate a temperature difference of 4 oC between exterior and 
interior temperature.    24
-The double wall system created a layer of air that kept 
heat outside. 
-Suspended ceilings separated the hot air trapped in the 
plenum space of the roof from the living area.  
                                             -Natural leaves provided a high heat resistant roof. 
Accessories. 
-Vents located high in the façade allowed the hot air 
trapped in the plenum to escape out of the building. 
-Transoms above all the doors and windows with 
artisanal designs that allowed natural light in the 
building and hot air to escape. 
 Victor M. Duran and Emilio J. Brea, Dominican Popular Architecture (Spanish), 2009, 162.24
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Figure 15 – Skin Diagram
2.5   Case Study 
This local house is a three modular linear typology with a front porch, an added 
kitchen area in the back. The house is built out of palm wood and concrete floors 
(polished). The gabled roof is made out of corrugated zinc with an indoor drop 
down ceiling. The fenestration consists of louvered wood windows and doors, 
glass top transoms and top vents. 
Figure 16 – Vernacular Case Study Photo and Front and Side Elevations 
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The 40 M2  (430 sf.) house contains of two bedrooms on the east and west side of 
the house, a central area hosting the living room and dining room, the kitchen 
a@achment to the north, a frontal porch, and an exterior (separated) toilet. This 
common configuration is shown in the floor plan below. (Fig. 17) 
This house does not rely on any kind of mechanical systems or fans for cooling. 
Therefore all windows and openings are crucial to keep a constant flow of air to 
maintain comfort.  
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Figure 17 – Vernacular Case Study Dimensioned Floor Plan
2.5.1   Performance  
Even though no quantitative or scientific analysis has been performed in this 
type of structure, locals have reported experiencing high thermal comfort levels 
and appreciating the need for the semi-open transom on top of windows and 
doors to bring day and night light into the house. 
By performing a quick visual analysis of the structure the following favorable 
conditions are noted: 
1. The porch creates shadow on the Southern façade, reducing heat gain. 
2. The required setbacks allow the building to breath, but still allowing the 
east and west façades to benefit from the shadow generated by the 
neighboring structures. 
3. The partial independency of the kitchen helps reduce internal heat gains 
emi@ed from the equipment. 
4. The use of the perforated transoms in the interior doors allows reflected 
light to go deeper in to the interior and creates a crossed ventilation system 
in spaces that don’t have access to the exterior. 
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A daylight analysis performed in Revit 2016 indicate that 65% of the house (the 
bedrooms and kitchen) present lux levels above 300, a good average number for 
spaces that require some kind of visual task. The remaining 35% represent the 
required levels for corridors and restrooms (between 100-200 lux). Since this 
space is usually utilized as living room, a low light level would create a cozy 
environment and if needed, task lighting would bring up the less often required 
lux levels. The light distribution can be seen in the image below. (Fig. 18) 
 
It is important to note that most of the light received in the central module is 
obtained by using the vernacular technique of installing louvered transoms 
above the interior doors.  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Figure 18 – Vernacular Case Study Daylight Study
3.0   PASSIVE HOUSE 
“What ma@ers is that I have never lived in such a 
comfortable house” 
-Mr. Freas. Passive House Owner 
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3.1   Definition 
This design standard utilizes a set of design strategies to obtain measurable and 
rigorous levels of energy efficiency while providing a high comfort level.  It 25
believes in maximizing the gains and minimizing the losses by improving the 
building services in buildings and construction quality and technique, resulting 
in a smaller heating or cooling system.  It relies on five basic principles that are 26
graphically represented on the diagram below. (Fig. 19) 
 
 
  Passive house, accessed Nov 2014, http://www.phius.org/what-is-passive-building-/the-principles
25
 Roberto Gonzalo and Rainer Vallentin, Passive House Design, 2014, 8
26
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Figure 19 – Passive House Principles.                                                          Source: Passive House Institute
1. Optimal level of thermal Insulation. Most energy is wasted in re-heating 
and re-cooling spaces, as most of the heat and cold is lost through the 
walls. Insulation keeps the heat or cold inside the building reducing 
energy demand from the HVAC systems.  27
2. High performance windows. Thermally insulated windows retain the 
sun’s heat, reducing the heat loss through these components  28
3. Thermal bridge free construction.  Connections are the weakest points of 
a building envelope, allowing unnecessary heat to escape the inside.  29
4. Airtight building envelope. This prevents energy loss, moisture related 
damage, and drafts.  30
5. Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery. Mechanical ventilation 
ensures a constant fresh and clean air supply. In the winter the heat 
recovery system recuperates 90% of the exhausted air and during the 
summer 90% of the heat from the outdoor air could be used to heat 
water.  31
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3.2   Passive House Requirements 
Passive house requires some criteria points in order for a building to be 
considered and certified under this standard. This list was extracted from the 
book: “Passive House Design” by Roberto Gonzalo and Rainier Vallentin.  32
▪ Annual specific space heat or cooling demand of less than 15 kWh/m2a. 
How much heat or cooling is necessary to retain a temperature of 200C 
(680F). 
▪ Daily heating or cooling load of less than 10 W/m2. (if only using  supply air) 
         Max. heating or cooling demand in the coldest or ho@est month of the year. 
▪ Primary energy demand less than 120 kWh/ m2a. 
         Including all services, auxiliary power and electrical appliances. 
▪ Air tightness n50 < 0.6 h-1. 
▪ Summer climate criterion of h(>25C)< 10%. 
         The number of hours the temperature rises above 250C (770F) should be less 
than 10%. 
 Roberto Gonzalo and Rainer Vallentin, Passive House Design, 2014, 22-3432
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3.3  Technologies (Guidelines) 
Compact Design 
-The depth of the building shouldn’t be less than 7M (22 
ft.) or more than 15M (50 ft.) to facilitate the use of 
natural light. 
-Linear buildings with lengths less than 60M (200 ft.)  
-Buildings with more than 4 stories are generally at a disadvantage.  33
Homogeneity 
-Fi@ings and penetrations are possible thermal bridges and should be eliminated 
or reduced to a minimum. 
-Insulation must be continuous, without gaps and the 
same thickness. 
-High performance materials with low thermal 
conductivity such as stainless steel, foam glass, wood, 
PVC or aerated concrete should be specified whenever 
insulation is being inevitably interrupted.  34
 Roberto Gonzalo and Rainer Vallentin, Passive House Design, 2014, 3633
 Roberto Gonzalo and Rainer Vallentin, Passive House Design, 2014, 36-3734
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Figure 20 – Diagram
Figure 21 -Insulation Diagram
Solar Design 
-The impact on the orientation of windows is higher when the building mass is 
very linear or the area of the window is significant. 
-Trees and other plants are considered semi 
transparent, with a solar radiation transparency 
between 70% and 90% in the winter and 5% to 40% 
during the summer.  35
Window placement 
-Windows should always sit on the same layer as 
insulation. 
-When building with solid masonry walls, the window 
should be supported with steel angles immediately in 
front of the exterior wall as the heat loses are higher 
whenever the window is placed in the same plane as 
the wall. 
-Shading systems should be integrated in to the design.  36
 Roberto Gonzalo and Rainer Vallentin, Passive House Design, 2014, 38-3935
 Roberto Gonzalo and Rainer Vallentin, Passive House Design, 2014, 40-4136
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Figure 22 – Sun Diagram
Figure 23 – Insulation in Wall 
Building Services 
-Technical systems work to your advantage if placed 
inside in colder climates. 
-Passive house buildings do not need under-window 
heating systems. 
-Choosing suitable appliances will reduce energy demand.  37
Energy Balance 
-An initial preliminary energy analysis should be done on the building, where 
the elements that are more influential are identified and redesigned. Usually the 
elements that vary after this first run are: the size of 
the north facing windows, placement of balconies, 
heating and ventilation systems, insulation 
placement in the windows frames.  38
 Roberto Gonzalo and Rainer Vallentin, Passive House Design, 2014, 42-4337
 Roberto Gonzalo and Rainer Vallentin, Passive House Design, 2014, 44-4538
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Figure 24 – Services Diagram
Figure 25 – Analysis Diagram
3.4  Passive House in the Tropics (Considerations) 
It is obvious that general Passive House recommendations and guidelines are 
based on the assumption that the building will be exposed mainly to a cold 
climate. Other parts of the world such as the Dominican Republic with a mainly 
hot and humid climate have no need for heating. This is the reason why the 
Passive House Institute (PHI), one of the partner organizations in charge of 
internationalizing Passive House, conducted several comprehensive studies on 
the use of passive house in different climatic zones. Places like Dubai, Salvador 
da Bahia, Mumbai, Singapore and Mexico where part of this study as 
representational entities of the tropical and hot and humid climate. This section 
is a summary of the highlights from these studies  39
Insulation.  
-Insulation should be placed on the interior of the wall, as in this type of climate 
the location of the insulation is irrelevant in the reduction of cooling loads, but 
placing it on the inside helps avoid humidity issues and allows a stronger outer 
layer to mount shading structures.  40
 “Detailed and general remarks on hot and humid climates”,  Accessed Sept 12 2015, http://passipedia.passiv.de
39
 “Interior Insulation in tropical climates”, Accessed on Sept 10 2015,  Ibid
40
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-R-values of 6.6 for the roof and 5 for the walls will help reduce cooling loads.  
-Insulation in the ground or window frames is not required. 
Windows  
-30% of the facade area is the optimal ratio to reduce cooling loads.  
-Higher amounts of glazing helps protect the interior of the building from the 
sun, though, the studies revealed that there is no significant difference in the 
performance of triple vs. double glazing, therefore the cheapest option is most 
favorable 
-Windows should face north and south. 
Airtightness  
-Helps prevent damage in the wall from moisture coming in during the summer 
and out during the winter. 
Overhangs 
-Solar protective glazing considerably reduces the cooling demand. 
-Optimal overhangs should reach out 1M to 1.5M (5 ft.) 
-Interior shading is not recommended as it only reduces solar loads by 35%. 
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Mechanical Ventilation 
-This is a must as direct window ventilation can cause unpleasant humidity. 
- The heat recovery devices have to include moisture extractors with an efficiency 
of at least 60 % in humid climates. 
- Direct cooling from ground heat exchangers, has proven to work well in cool 
climates, but is not feasible in climates with annual average temperatures above 
15 °C (34 °F). 
-Suggestion 1: Individual split units with dehumidification mode 
-Suggestion 2: Compact unit for cooling, dehumidification and domestic hot 
water.  41
Wall Materials 
-Wool shouldn’t be used as it has a low resistance to vapor diffusion. 
 “Mechanical Services in Tropical Climates”, Accessed Sept 8 2015, http://passipedia.passiv.de/ppediaen/basics/
41
passive_houses_in_different_climates/passive_house_in_tropical_climates/mechanical_services_in_tropical_climates
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3.5   Case Study 
The case study chosen shows the results from the analysis performed by PHI in 
the city of Salvador de Bahia, Brazil. 
This house is built with thick insulation wrapping the exterior walls. Windows 
are reduced to the minimum ratio (30%) to reduce thermal bridge and heat loss 
through the triple paned glass. 
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Figure 26 – Passive House Case Study Photo and Elevations                                           Source: Passipedia
The 150 M2  (1,615 sf.) two story house consists of three bedrooms and a 
bathroom the on second floor, and social areas on the first floor (living room, 
dining room and kitchen). (Fig. 27)  
   
Super insulated gabled roof oriented north-south for easy solar panel placing. 
The building is mechanically ventilated with a highly efficient heat recovery 
system with supply and exhaust air. 
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Figure 27 – Passive House Case Study First and Second Floor plan                               Source: Passipedia
3.5.1   Performance 
The analysis performed compared 3 cooling scenarios: Ideal cooling and heating 
system (Passive house basic), acclimatization via supply air, and heating and 
cooling system without insulated walls. Taking as a base point the ideal indoor 
temperature of 26 oC and 60% of relative humidity, the studies showed that 
whether the cooling demand of the building between the first two scenarios were 
very similar (35.3 and 35.6 kWh/m2) they were both very low compared to the 
non insulated scenario (166.3 kWh m2)  42
Controlling Humidity from reaching the wall components and possibly 
damaging them was an issue they couldn’t totally solve in this analysis. 
The following chart shows the wall details utilized for this analysis. (Fig. 28)
   
 “Salvador da Bahia: Dynamic building simulation for a Reference Passive House”, Accessed Oct 17 2015, http://42
passipedia.passiv.de/ppediaen/basics/passive_houses_in_different_climates/passive_house_in_tropical_climates/salvador/
reference_ph, 
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Figure 28 – Passive House Case Study Wall Properties                                                     Source: Passipedia
4.0   CONTEXT 
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4.1   Intro 
Energy efficient design is directly affected by the local climate and urban 
conditions. Documenting regional outdoor temperatures, solar radiation, etc. is 
crucial in order to make the proper design decisions, as they affect the thermal 
insulation requirements, windows placement and other aspects of construction. 
For this investigation the buildings will be placed on an average site located in 
the residential grid of Santiago de los Caballeros. With a population of 963, 422 
habitants  this is the second largest city in the Dominican Republic. Santiago is 43
located in the middle of the Cibao Valley in the central region of the country one 
of the most fertile areas on the island.  
 “Crecimiento Poblacional” (Spanish), Accessed on Sept 15 2015, http://www.one.gob.do/Prensa/NotaPrensa/43
2015/09/11/1162/crecimiento-poblacional
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Figure 29 – Santiago’s Location on the Island.
4.2   Climatic Conditions 
The Köppen climate classifies this city as tropical wet and dry climate. This type 
of climate is characterized by constant high temperatures and a dry season.   44
January and December are the coolest months with temperatures ranging from 
200C (68 oF) to 300C (86 oF), July and August are the ho@est months with 
temperatures ranging from 240C (75  oF) to 340C (93 oF). The relative humidity 
percentage is usually in the mid 70’s . These temperatures combined with the 45
humidity levels create a constant warm climate with hot temperatures (above 29 
oC ) for 30% of the year as seen in the diagram bellow. (Fig. 30) 
 McKnight, Tom L; Hess, Darrel (2000). "Climate Zones and Types". Physical Geography: A Landscape Appreciation. 44
Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall. ISBN 0-13-020263-0.
 "Santiago, Dominican Republic Climate Normals 1961-1990". National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 45
Retrieved December 24, 2012.
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Figure 30 – Temperature band in Dominican Republic                                      Source: weatherspark.com
Santiago receives an average of 10.5 hours of sun during the winter and 13 hours 
during the summer. Predominant winds come from the East and Southeast at a 
velocity that varies from 0 m/s to 8 m/s 
Seasons are defined more by rainfall than by temperature. The rainy season in 
this part of the country runs from May through November. The dry season lasts 
from November until April in most of the country. The average annual rainfall 
for Santiago is 102 cm (40 inch).  
Tropical hurricanes (tropical depressions, tropical storms, and hurricanes) hit the 
Dominican Republic an average of once every two years, and usually have the 
greatest impact along the southern coast. The season for hurricanes lasts from the 
beginning of June to the end of November, with August, September, and October 
being the peak months.  
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4.3   Today’s Modern Dwelling 
A married couple usually composes the average family structure with 2 or 3 kids 
that live together in the household until marriage. Even though recent studies 
have shown an increase in single women head of household,  residences are 46
typically designed to accommodate a nuclear family centered lifestyle. The size 
depends on the income level of the family. Low income averages 60 m2  (645 sft.), 
middle class 120 m2 (2,300 sft.), middle-high class 200 m2 (2,150 sft.), and higher-
class 300 m2 (3,300 sft.) and up. Composed of 3 bedrooms, a larger one for the 
head of the family, a big kitchen, living room, dining room, service area, an 
outside recreational area or balcony, and parking space.  Structures are built with 
insulated CMU and concrete. 
 “Dominican Family”, Accessed on Sept. 15 2015, http://www.dominicanaonline.org/portal/english/cpo_familia.a46
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Figure 31 – Average 2 story house in Dominican Republic                                   Source: Olima Real State
4.4   Zoning Regulations 
Santiago’s zoning districts are locally referred to as Environmental Units 
(Spanish: Unidades Ambientales) and unlike in most places in United States 
where zoning districts regulate use (commercial, residential, industrial, etc.); 
Environmental Units regulate physical conditions and growth rates (density 
ratios, heights, optimal zones to build, urban characteristics needed, etc.) 
These nine units were first created in 2006 by the local ordinances as a model or 
guide for urban development in the city and to bring order to city growth. Each 
unit is a response to the problems of the urban environment of each area. 
Therefore, they are directly linked to the quality of the infrastructure, the services 
available, the capabilities and the natural environmental characteristics of the 
zone. They are named as follows: Active conservation, Sector Rehabilitation, 
Urban Consolidation, Priority Densification, Urban Restructuring, Corridors, 
Priority Development, Deferred Development and Rural Preservation.  These 47
are shown on Fig. 32 
 Normativas Urbanas de Santiago, Arquitexto, Suplemento 2008, 5347
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The site will be located in the Urban Consolidation Unit (shaded yellow in the 
image). This unit’s requirements are as follows:  48
Minimum Lot Size  …………………………………………………. 300 M2 (3,230 sf.) 
Minimum Lot Front  ……………………………………………………… 15 M (49 ft.) 
Maximum Building Height  …………………………………………….. 30 M (98 ft.) 
Minimum Frontal Setback  ……………………………………..………… 5 M (16 ft.) 
Minimum Back and Sides Setback  ……………………….…………….. 1 M (3.3 ft.) 
 Normativas Urbanas de Santiago, Arquitexto, Suplemento 2008, 5348
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Figure 32 – Environmental Units of  Santiago Map                                                        Source: Arquitexto
This area of the city is characterized by having main commercial streets with two 
and three story buildings with residences in between. The residential area 
typically consists of two or one story houses surrounded by fences and sporadic 
four story apartment units surrounded by parking lots. Trees are usually 
included on sidewalks that are larger than 2.5 M (8 ft.), though the size and 
quality of the trees are not always the appropriate. The government supplies 
non-drinkable water, electricity and sewer services; natural gas (used for 
cooking), is sold by private companies in individual tanks. Below is a collection 
of images that illustrate the physical conditions of the area (Fig. 33). 
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Figure 33 – Average Residential Streets in Santiago, D. R.                                           Source: Googlemaps
4.5   Average Site 
In order to make an accurate analysis, the buildings will be located on the same 
site; a prototype site which responds to the conditions already mentioned in this 
chapter and complies with the local regulations. In order to do this, the prototype 
site will present the following conditions (Fig. 34): 
▪ Will be situated between a two story house and one story house. 
▪ Will have a setback from the street of 5 M. 
▪ The building (regardless of its width) will be located 1 M from the sides of the 
property line and 7 M from the back of the property line. 
▪ A 25 M mango tree will be located in the North West part of the site. 
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Figure 34 – Average Site Plan                                                
5.0   APPLICATION IN CONTEXT AND ANALYSIS 
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5.1 Baseline Floor Plan 
The floor plan shown below (Fig. 35) represents an average middle class 1-floor 
home in D. R. located on an average site. The 3-bedroom house has a total built 
area of 110 M2 (1,185 sf.) and a covered parking space.  
This average floor plan will be modeled and analyzed three times. The elements 
that will be tested in each approach are: 1) Wall composition, 2) Window type, 
size and material, 3) Roof type, overhang and material. 
The spatial program is as follows: 













Figure 35 – Average Floor Plan                                                
(1) - Living Room  ------------------------------------------------------------------- 11 M2. 
(1) - Dining Room  ------------------------------------------------------------------ 10 M2. 
(1) - Kitchen -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 12 M2. 
(1) - Service Area (laundry room) -------------------------------------------------- 5 M2. 
(2) - Bathrooms  ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 M2. 
(1) - Main Bedroom  ----------------------------------------------------------------- 15 M2. 
(2) - Bedrooms  ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12 M2. 
(1) – Outdoor Areas  ---------------------------------------------------------------- 30 M2. 
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Figure 36 – Dimensioned Floor Plan                                                
5.2 Control 
Is general practice to set the “standard” comfort zone for the summer as 23 oC 
(73 oF) to 27 oC (81 oF) . Though since this project’s basic concept is adapting 49
standards to a country’s reality and ASHRAE indicates that thermal comfort is 
achieved when environmental conditions satisfy 80% of occupants , a small 50
survey was performed to a testing sample of 20 people in Santiago, Dominican 
Republic. Twice a day during period of two months this test sample was asked if 
they felt: hot, cold, cool or just fine. The results showed that 19 out of 20 people 
felt comfortable when exposed to temperatures up to 30 oC (86 oF) and 
humidity levels lower than 60%. Because of this a new comfort zone was created 
and named D comfort zone. These two comfort zones will be compared during 
the analysis. 
 Boduch, Michael and Fincher, Warren. Standards of Human Comfort, 2009, 349
 ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2013 50
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In order to create a successful analysis the following baseline conditions were set 
for the building: 
1. For thermal performance and cooling loads, only interior areas (spaces 
covered by 4 walls) are calculated in the analysis, this means that the area 
utilized for the calculations is 90 M2 (968 sf.).  
2. The assumed ideal interior comfort temperature band goes from 23 oC (73 
oF) to 27 oC (81 oF) and the D temperature band goes up to 30 oC (86 oF). 
3. For energy demand calculation the entire area of the house is taken into 
account, 110 M2 (1,184 sf.). 
4. The required lighting levels for residences ranges between 150 lux to 200 
lux, so an average of 180 lux was assumed as ideal for this building. 
5. The building is assumed to be active 24/7 although sleeping times were 
taken into account for the lighting use calculations. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter D. R. seasons are demarked by rainfall. 
The year was divided in 2 depending based on this information. 
1. Dry Season: November, December, January, February, March, and April. 
2. Rainy Season: May, June, July, August, September, and October.  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5.3 Analyzing Today’s Dominican Architecture  
The average house is mainly built out of CMU and concrete. Walls are non-
bearing CMU, and the roof is a flat concrete slab with a minimum overhang of 
0.4 M (1.3 ft.). Doors are aluminum framed and windows are usually sliding 
single pane glass with an aluminum frame. The interior height is usually the bare 
minimum 2.7 M (8.9 ft.).  
The building was modeled assuming the following conditions: 
1. 2 single unit air condition systems in 2 of the bedrooms and a ceiling fan 
in the outdoor area with 80% efficiency. The remaining spaces are 
naturally ventilated 
2. 2 users in social areas and 1 in each bedroom wearing light clothing and in 
a sedentary situation. 
3. Infiltration rate is average (1.0 ach) 
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5.2  Analyzing Today’s Dominican Architecture
Figure 37 – Today’s Architecture Representational Elevation Sketch
The chart bellow (Fig. 38) shows more details about the construction 
(Components, thickness, R-values, colors). These are the values that will be used 
for the energy modeling. 
   
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5.2  Analyzing Today’s Dominican Architecture
Figure 38 – Today’s Architecture Envelope Materials Chart and Imagery
5.3.1 Daylighting  
It is easily seen that the social areas present reasonable levels of light, still above 
the predetermined average of 180 lux. While bedrooms would indeed be in need 
of glare reduction techniques. 
These natural light levels indicate that lighting is not needed during the daytime 
(12 hours of the day). Assuming that users are asleep for 8 hours daily, artificial 
lighting is only needed 4 hours per day, or 1,440 hours per year. 
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Sept 21. 9:00 am Sept 21. 3:00 pm
Figure 39 – Today’s Architecture Daylight Analysis
5.3.2 Natural Ventilation  
Glass sliding windows do not take completely advantage of the window opening 
for natural ventilation as only 50% of the surface allows the air to go trough. 
The typical parallel location of the windows is a practice that does not motivates 
air to go through an interior space. The graphic bellow (Fig. 40) shows the lack of 
air movement inside the residence. 
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Figure 40 – Today’s Architecture Natural Ventilation Analysis
5.3.3 Thermal Performance 
This analysis is divided in three sections; discomfort period, indoor temperature 
and heat gain breakdown. 
5.3.3.1 Discomfort Rate 
The analysis determined that over the dry season the envelope presented indoor 
temperatures above the comfort zone for  an average of 155 hours (20% of the 
time and an average of 395 hours during the rain season (55% of the time).  A 
similar study determined that during the dry season only an average of 70 hours 
(10% of the time), and during the rain season an average of 200 hours (22% of the 
time) presented temperatures above 30 oC. Temperatures below 30 oC are often 
perceived as comfortable by dominicans and are easily improved by simple fans.  
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Hrs
Dry Season Rainy Season Temp. 27 > 30 C Temp. above 30 C Inside Comfort Zone
Figure 41 – Today’s Architecture Discomfort Rate Graphic
5.3.3.2  Indoor Temperatures 
To identify indoor temperature pa@erns a grid mean temperature analysis was 
performed at peak hour, 12:00 pm. The analysis shows that the west side of the 
house (kitchen and social areas) are the most comfortable, with temperatures of 
24 oC to 28 oC. The east side of the house (bedrooms) presented temperatures of: 
28 oC during dry season, and 30 oC during the rain season. The ho@est rooms in 
the house are the closet and the porch. 
 
The graph to the left (Fig. 42) shows the 
amount of time spent at each interior 
temperature per year.  As mentioned in the 
previous section, most of the temperatures 
presented are above the average comfort 
band (23-27 oC or 74-82 oF), but below 30 oC. 
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Figure 42 – Yearly Temperature Distribution
5.3.3.3  Heat Gain Breakdown 
The next step was to determine which aspects of the envelope are responsible of 
the heat gain indoors. This analysis determined that a total of 3.5 kWh/m2 is 
gained through the envelope. Windows are responsible for 84% of this heat gain 
(a steady gain of about 3.2 kWh/m2 during the entire year). On the other hand 
83% of the heat 2.0 kWh/m2 loss is thanks to conduction through the walls and 
roof (around 1.8 kWh/m2) especially during the coldest months. Natural 
ventilation helps by 33%. Regardless of this, the heat loss is not significant 
enough to counter balance the gains. This proportion is illustrated in the graphic 
bellow (Fig. 43) 
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Windows Conduction Radiation Inter-Zonal Natural Ventilation
Figure 43 – Today’s Architecture Passive Gains Breakdown
5.3.4  Cooling Loads 
In this case cooling loads where calculated twice. The first analysis shows the 
results of how many kWh would be required to cool the entire house. While the 
second analysis only shows how many kWh are required to cool the 2 bedrooms 
that are usually cooled by air conditioning units in this type of dwelling. 
The analysis determined that to cool the entire house and keep it inside the 
comfort band it is necessary to produce 106,565 kWh per year. To cool two 
bedrooms for 12 hours every day it is necessary to produce 30,500 kWh per year. 
Below we can see the load distribution over the year (Fig. 44). It is obvious that 
the coldest months require less cooling energy, while the ho@est months require 
almost 50% of the total loads. 
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kWh
Dry Season Rainy Season Consumption
Figure 44 – Today’s Architecture Cooling Loads Chart
5.3.5 Energy Demand  
In order to calculate the energy demand for the building the following 
appliances are assumed since they are commonly utilized in current dominican 
residences: 
1 microwave oven – 1,350W  …………………………………. Used for 0.5 hrs/day 
15 fluorescent light bulbs – 20W  ……………………...………. Used for 5 hrs/day 
1 400 liters refrigerator  …………………………………………. Used for 24 hrs/day 
1 electric ceiling fan  …………………………….………………. Used for 18 hrs/day 
2 LCD tvs – 210W   …………………………………….…………. Used for 4 hrs/day 
1 washing machine  ………………………………………….……. Used for 1 hrs/day 
1 electric water heater – 15000W  …………………………….…. Used for 1 hrs/day 
2 computers – 300W  ……………………………………….……. Used for 3 hrs/day 
The everyday use of these appliances results in 5,490 kWh per year.  
The energy consumed by the two air conditioning units is 30,500 kWh per year. 
This house would consume an average of 36,000 kWh per year or 327 kWh/m2a. 
Double that of the 120 kWh/ m2a required by Passive House standards. (Energy 
consumed by private natural gas was not taken into account in this calculation).  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5.4 Applying Vernacular Techniques Today. 
Late vernacular architecture was made out of load bearing CMU and gabled 
corrugated zinc roof. The floor was an elevated poured concrete slab and the 
interior was lined with a drop down ceiling made out of hardwood. Louvered 
windows and doors were made out of white colored wood and a semi open 
transom. The interior ceiling height was usually 3 M (9.8 ft.).  
   
The building was modeled assuming the following conditions: 
1. All spaces are naturally ventilated 
2. 2 users in social areas and 1 in each bedroom wearing light clothing and in 
a sedentary situation. 
3. Infiltration rate is set as “leaky” (2.0 ach) 
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Figure 45 – Vernacular Prototype Representational Elevation Sketch
The chart below (Fig. 46) shows more details about the construction 
(Components, thickness, R-values, colors). These are the values that will be used 
for the energy modeling. 
   
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Figure 46 – Vernacular Prototype Envelope Materials Chart and Imagery
5.4.1  Day lighting 
It is easily seen that the bedrooms are over illuminated, presenting levels over 
3,000 lux especially during the afternoon. While the rest of the house is above the 
180 lux average. This building would require curtains, blinds or some kind of 
shading device. These natural light levels indicate that lighting is not needed 
during the daytime. Assuming that users are asleep for 8 hours daily, artificial 
lighting is only needed 1,440 hours per year.  
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Sept 21. 9:00 am Sept 21. 3:00 pm
Figure 47 – Vernacular Prototype Daylight Analysis
5.4.2 Natural Ventilation  
Louvered windows take full advantage of the window opening for natural 
ventilation. The use of the semi-open transom on top of interior doors helps 
create cross ventilation in spaces that are not facing the exterior and the high 
placement in contrast with the exterior windows, promotes the movement of air. 
The graphic above (Fig. 48) shows how the openings above the doors allows air 
to pass and cross ventilate the spaces efficiently. 
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Figure 48 – Vernacular Prototype Natural Ventilation Analysis
5.4.3 Thermal Performance 
This analysis is divided in three sections; discomfort period, indoor temperature 
and heat gain breakdown. 
5.4.3.1 Discomfort Rate 
The analysis determined that over the dry season the envelope presented indoor 
temperatures above the comfort zone for  an average of 198 hours (22% of the 
time and an average of 397 hours during the rain season (55% of the time).  A 
similar study determined that during the dry season only an average of 35 hours 
(13% of the time), and during the rain season an average of 300 hours (30% of the 
time) presented temperatures above 30 oC. Temperatures below 30 oC are often 
perceived as comfortable by dominicans and are easily improved by simple fans. 
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Hrs
Dry Season Rainy Season Temp. 27 > 30 C Temp. above 30 C Inside Comfort Zone
Figure 49 – Vernacular Prototype Discomfort Rate Chart
5.4.3.2   Indoor Temperature 
To identify indoor temperature pa@erns a grid mean temperature analysis was 
performed at peak hour, 12:00 pm. The analysis shows that the west side of the 
house are the most comfortable, with temperatures of 22 oC during the dry 
season, and 29 oC during rain season. The east side of the house presented 
temperatures of: 26 oC during dry season, and 31 oC during the rain season. The 
southern wall presented high temperatures (due to the short overhang.) 
 
The graph to the left (Fig. 50) shows the 
amount of time spent at each interior 
temperature per year.  As mentioned in the 
previous section, most of the temperatures 
presented are above the average comfort 
band (23-27 oC or 74-82 oF), but below 30 oC. 
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Figure 50 – Yearly Temperature Distribution
5.4.3.3   Heat Gain Breakdown 
The next step determined which aspects of the envelope are responsible of this 
heat gain indoors. This analysis determined that a total of 0.8 kWh/m2 of heat it is 
acquired by the envelope. From which 25% (0.25 kWh/m2) of the heat is gained 
from the envelope through radiation while 10% is gained through conduction. 
The windows only contribute 11% of the heat gain or 0.02 kWh/m2. On the other 
hand a total of 0.2 kWh/m2 of heat is lost. Inter-zonal loss is responsible of 79% of 
the loss (around 0.1 kWh/m2) thorough the year, and 12% by conduction through 
walls and roof during the coldest months. (Fig. 51) 




Windows Conduction Radiation Inter-Zonal Natural Ventilation
Figure 51 – Vernacular Prototype Passive Gains Breakdown
5.4.4 Cooling Loads 
Cooling loads where calculated by assuming this dwelling would use mechanical 
ventilation to reach the comfort zone numbers, this assumption helps us 
determine how many kWh would be required to cool the entire house.  
The analysis determined that to mechanically cool the entire house and keep it 
inside the comfort zone is necessary to produce 19,525 kWh per year. Below we 
can see the load distribution over the year (Fig. 52) 
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Figure 52 – Vernacular Prototype Cooling Loads
5.4.5 Energy Demand 
In order to calculate the energy demand of the building the following appliances 
are assumed since they are commonly utilized in current dominican residences: 
1 microwave oven – 1,350W  …………………………………. Used for 0.5 hrs/day 
15 fluorescent light bulbs – 20W  ……………………...………. Used for 5 hrs/day 
1 400 liters refrigerator  …………………………………………. Used for 24 hrs/day 
4 electric ceiling fan  …………………………….………………. Used for 18 hrs/day 
2 LCD tvs – 210W   …………………………………….…………. Used for 4 hrs/day 
1 washing machine  ………………………………………….……. Used for 1 hrs/day 
1 electric water heater – 15000W  …………………………….…. Used for 1 hrs/day 
2 computers – 300W  ……………………………………….……. Used for 3 hrs/day 
The everyday use of these appliances results in 6,100 kWh per year.  
As there is no air condition system in this prototype, the above number 
represents the total. This house would consume an average of 6,100 kWh per 
year or 55 kWh/m2a. Half of the 120 kWh/ m2a required by Passive House 
standards. (The energy consumed to cook using natural gas was not taken into 
account in this calculation.)  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5.5 Applying Passive House Techniques Today. 
The analysis of passive house in the tropics performed by PHI determined that 
the best envelope for this type of climate would be a lightly insulated CMU wall 
with insulation on the inside, insulated metal deck roof with an overhang of 1.5 
M, insulated concrete slab on grade floor and double glazed windows with an 
aluminum frame.  
 
The building was modeled assuming the following conditions: 
1. All spaces are mechanically cooled with a heat exchanger unit. 
2. 2 users in social areas and 1 in each bedroom wearing light clothing and in 
a sedentary situation. 
3. Infiltration rate is set as “air tight” (0.25 ach) 
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Figure 53 – Passive House Prototype Representational Elevation Sketch
The chart bellow shows more details about the construction (Components, 
thickness, R-values, colors). These are the values that will be used for the energy 
modeling. 
   
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Figure 54 – Passive House Prototype Envelope Materials Chart and Imagery
5.5.1 Day lighting 
It is easily seen that the social areas present reasonable levels of light, still above 
the predetermined average of 180 lux. While bedrooms would indeed be in need 
of blinds or sun protection to reduce glare.  These natural light levels indicate 
that lighting is not needed during the daytime. With the 12 hours of daily 
sunlight received by this area this means that 4,320 hours do not require artificial 
lighting, and assuming that users are asleep for 8 hours daily, artificial lighting is 
only needed 1,440 hours per year. 
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Sept 21. 9:00 am Sept 21. 3:00 pm
Figure 55 – Passive House Prototype Daylight Analysis
5.5.2 Natural Ventilation  
Natural ventilation efficiency is reduced by 50% since double-hung windows 
only allow 50% of the surface to be open. Though it is important to note that 
these windows could improve the efficiency of natural ventilation if the top part 
of the window is open in wind outlet walls, incentivizing the exit of hot air by 
having a lower entrance of air (outdoor cool air) and a higher exit (hot air).  
The graphic above (Fig. 56) shows the wind movement inside the house 
whenever the outlet windows (northern walls) are opened at the top, hot air 
moves out naturally. 
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Figure 56 – Passive House Prototype Natural Ventilation Analysis
5.5.3 Thermal Performance 
This analysis is divided in three sections; discomfort period, indoor temperature 
and heat gain breakdown. 
5.5.3.1 Discomfort Rate 
The analysis determined that over the dry season the envelope presented indoor 
temperatures above the comfort zone for  an average of 110 hours (15% of the 
time and an average of 430 hours during the rain season (60% of the time).  A 
similar study determined that during the dry season only an average of 16 hours 
(2% of the time), and during the rain season an average of 60 hours (8% of the 
time) presented temperatures above 30 oC. Temperatures below 30 oC are often 
perceived as comfortable by dominicans and are easily improved by simple fans. 
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Dry Season Rainy Season Temp. 27 > 30 C Temp. above 30 C Inside Comfort Zone
Figure 57 – Passive House Prototype Discomfort Rate Chart
5.5.3.2  Indoor Temperatures 
To identify indoor temperature pa@erns a grid mean temperature analysis was 
performed at peak hour, 12:00 pm. The analysis shows that the west side of the 
house (kitchen and social areas) are the most comfortable, with temperatures of 
26 oC during dry season and 29 oC during rain season. The east side of the house 
(bedrooms) presented temperatures of: 2 oC during dry season, and 30 oC during 
the rain season. 
 
The graph to the left (Fig. 58) shows the 
amount of time spent at each interior 
temperature per year.  As mentioned in the 
previous section, most of the temperatures 
presented are above the average comfort 
band (23-27 oC or 74-82 oF), but below 30 oC. 
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Figure 58 – Yearly Temperature Distribution
5.5.3.3  Heat Gain Breakdown 
The next step was to determine which aspects of the envelope are responsible of 
this heat gain indoors. This analysis determined that a total of 2.4 kWh/m2 is 
gained through the envelope. 82% (2.0 kWh/m2 ) of the heat gained comes from 
the windows, and 15% is gained from internal heat. On the other hand some heat 
is loss during the colder months due to conduction of the envelope. The graphic 
bellow (Fig. 59) shows this gain distribution. 




Windows Conduction Radiation Inter-Zonal Natural Ventilation
Figure 59 – Passive House Prototype Passive Gains Breakdown
5.5.4 Cooling Loads 
This dwelling is the only one that relies completely on mechanical ventilation to 
reach the comfort band numbers. Therefore determining how many kWh of 
energy would be required to cool the entire house is essential. Regardless of this, 
it is unrealistic to assume that a middle-income family in Dom. Rep. would 
mechanically cool its entire house. Because of this, cooling loads will also be 
determined assuming the cooling of only 2 bedrooms in the house, and this value 
will be the one included in the energy demand calculation. 
The analysis determined that to mechanically cool the entire house and keep it 
inside the comfort band is necessary to produce 75,200 kWh per year. To cool 
only to bedrooms is necessary to produce 22,500 kWh per year.  
Bellow we can see the total load distribution over the year (Fig. 60) 
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Figure 60 – Passive House Prototype Cooling Loads
5.5.5 Energy Demand 
In order to calculate the energy demand of the building the following appliances 
are assumed since they are commonly utilized in current dominican residences: 
1 microwave oven – 1,350W  …………………………………. Used for 0.5 hrs/day 
15 fluorescent light bulbs – 20W  ……………………...………. Used for 5 hrs/day 
1 400 litres refrigerator  …………………………………………. Used for 24 hrs/day 
0 electric ceiling fan  …………………………….………………. Used for 0 hrs/day 
2 LCD tvs – 210W   …………………………………….…………. Used for 4 hrs/day 
1 washing machine  ………………………………………….……. Used for 1 hrs/day 
1 electric water heater – 15000W  …………………………….…. Used for 1 hrs/day 
2 computers – 300W  ……………………………………….……. Used for 3 hrs/day 
The everyday use of these appliances results in 5,800 kWh per year.  
The energy consumed by the air conditioning with a heat exchanger unit to cool 
two bedrooms in the house is 22,500 kWh per year. This house would consume 
an average of 28,300 kWh per year or 257 kWh/m2a. Double of the 120 kWh/ m2a 
required by Passive House standards.(The energy consumed to cook using 
natural gas was not taken into account for this calculation.)  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6.0   COMPARING RESULTS 
6.0  Comparing Results                                                                                  !80
6.1 Identifying Weaknesses and Strengths 
The following chart will be utilized to compare how each building performs. 
Colors will help to identify the best and worst performing elements while the 
numbers will help to weight each approach in a quantitative way. 
Darker = 10 - 7 points.               Medium = 6 - 3 points.             Lighter = 2 - 0 points. 










































Figure 61 – Performance Comparison Chart
The vernacular prototype scored the highest with a total score of 110 points, 
while passive scored 100 and today’s 76. Even though there is an evident winner, 
the goal of this experiment was not to determine the best approach but to learn 
from each one and create a hybrid. 
Day lighting 
None of the prototypes presented issues with day lighting. 
Natural Ventilation 
The vernacular prototype achieved 95% efficiency thanks to the integration of the 
semi-open door transoms, and proved that air needs an outlet as much as it 
needs an inlet. The passive house prototype achieved 75% efficiency by opening 
the upper side of the windows on the opposite side of the space, and proved that 
using simple natural ventilation theories can create the outlet and force air out of 
the space. 
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Thermal Performance 
Windows are mainly responsible for heat gain. The vernacular prototype scored 
very low in heat gain as the windows are made out of wood and do not allow 
direct solar gain as easily as glass. The passive house prototype scored a li@le bit 
lower than the prototype of today thanks to the 1.5m overhang that creates 
shadows over the windows, preventing direct solar heat gain. There is no proof 
in this experiment regarding the effectiveness of utilizing single or double 
glazing in the windows. 
The vernacular and passive house prototypes scored the lowest in heat gain 
through conduction, the insulation layer from the passive house prototype kept 
heat away, while the dropdown ceiling (without insulation) did the same thing 
for the vernacular option. 
Again, the insulation and the 1.5m roof overhang in the passive house prototype 
kept the heat outside the building. 
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6.2 General Remarks 
▪ In all approaches the West side of the building presented lower 
temperatures/higher comfort levels than the East side. This side receives less 
direct sun due to its adjacency to the open but covered garage, the outdoor 
and laundry space. 
▪ Zones with poor ventilation such as closets and bathrooms, presented 
significant higher temperatures than well-ventilated areas. Ventilation is a 
must to improve comfort levels. 
▪ Natural ventilation and shading techniques should be improved in order to 
reduce the high levels of heat gained during the summer. 
▪ All buildings presented high indoor temperatures long after sunset. 
▪ Glass in windows is the major contributor of interior heat, this is clear when 
comparing the 0.2 kWh/m2 of heat gained by the wooden vernacular 
windows vs. the 3.2 kWh/m2 and 2.0 kWh/m2 gained by the other 
approaches. 
▪ Air conditioning required more than triple the amount of energy than 
simpler options such as the use of fans in all cases presented.  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7.0   DESIGNING A HYBRID 
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7.1 Combination Summary 
In order to choose the most efficient materials, this hybrid design was analyzed a 
li@le bit differently than the prototypes.  A set of architectural characteristics 
were extracted from the previous analysis and then the impact of material 
selection on these elements was analyzed. 
The base characteristics chosen are: CMU Walls, louvered windows with light 
shelves, concrete floor slabs, gabled roof, 1.5 M overhangs on the southern 
façade, and 0.7 M overhang in the others. 
The material options are: Roof constructed out of metal deck with insulation, 
concrete slab with insulation, or concrete slab without insulation. Louvered 
windows made out of single pane glass, double pane glass, or aluminum (note 
that wood was not analyzed as it would result into higher costs and make this 
application not possible for a mid-income family). Walls constructed out of non-
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Figure 62 – Elements Adapted Diagram
insulated CMU, pre-insulated CMU, CMU with rigid insulation placed on the 
interior side of the wall. 
The possibility of improving thermal performance through exterior semi 
transparent elements (such as plants, louvers or trellises) was also analyzed in 
this phase. 
7.1.1 Materials Analysis 
The impact of the materials was analyzed by calculating the kWh required to 
theoretically cool the entire building multiple times, with different materials in 
the architectural elements (windows, walls, roof, and exterior elements). 
Reducing this number is interpreted as a be@er performing envelope as it means 
it requires less energy to keep the interior space inside in the comfort zone, 
therefore meaning the envelope is doing a be@er job at keeping the heat outside. 
The analysis began with the windows, as they were determined to be the biggest 
contributor to interior heat gain. The results were as follows: 
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Louvers on the windows: 
Glass  ……………………………………………....…………...…… 80,220 kWh 
Double Glazed Glass  ………………..…………………………….. 74,740 kWh 
Aluminum  …………………….……………………...……...…….. 72,690 kWh 
CMU Walls: 
Interior Rigid Insulation  …………………….…………………… 72,000 kWh 
Pre-insulated CMU  …………………....………….……………..… 71,485 kWh 
Roof: 
Non-insulated Concrete Slab  ………………….….……………… 71,485 kWh 
Insulated Concrete Sab (R 5)  …………………….,…………….… 71,450 kWh  
Insulated Metal Deck (R 5)  ……………..…………….…......…… 70,400 kWh 
Drop Down Ceiling (R5)  ………........………………………...….. 19,760 kWh 
Exterior semi transparent elements on East and South Facades: 
1.5 M high Planting Elements ……………………………….. 18,360,000 kWh 
After combining the underlined materials from above, the envelope presented a 
77% of efficiency from the baseline. The element and material that had the most 
impact was the dropdown ceiling, which increased efficiency from 10% to 75%. 
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7.1.2  Technologies Adapted 
▪ Light shelves on the envelope. These elements will allow the entrance of 
light when the louvers are shut closed. 
▪ Operable louvers on top of the interior doors. These elements will improve 
the movement of air in the interior whenever desired by the users, 
providing total privacy when shut. 
▪ Water collection system. To reduce potable water use. 
▪ Suspended ceiling. This element will keep the heat gained by the roof away 
from the users. 
▪ Longer overhangs and exterior shading elements.  These elements protect 
the envelope from direct solar gain. 
▪ Preliminary energy analysis.  
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Figure 63 – Hybrid Cross Section
7.1.3  Architectural Graphics 
As mentioned before, the same floorpan will be kept during the entire analysis. 
The following floor plan, elevations, and section show the external changes 
discussed in the previous section. 
7.1.3.1  Floor Plan 













Figure 64 – Hybrid Floor Plan
7.1.3.2  Elevations 
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Figure 65 – Hybrid South Elevation
Figure 66 – Hybrid East Elevation
7.1.3.3  Typical Wall Section 






















Figure 67 – Hybrid Typical Wall Section
7.1.3.4  Perspective 
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Figure 68 – Hybrid Rendered Perspective
7.2  Performance Analysis 
The building was modeled assuming the following conditions: 
1. All spaces are naturally cooled with a heat exchanger unit. 
2. 2 users in social areas and 1 in each bedroom wearing light clothing. 
3. Infiltration rate is set at above average (0.76 ach) 
Details of the construction of this prototype  are show in the chart bellow (Fig.69) 
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Figure 69 – Passive House Prototype Envelope Materials Chart
7.2.1  Day lighting 
Regardless of the fact that hybrid windows are the same type (louvered), color, 
and proportion as the vernacular prototype windows, the external shading 
elements help to reduce the excess glare on the inside. On average, the interior of 
the house is well illuminated, maintaining levels bellow 600 lux and above 100 
lux. This building would not require curtains or blinds to reduce glare. 
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Sept 21. 9:00 am Sept 21. 3:00 pm
Figure 70 – Hybrid Daylight Analysis
7.2.2  Natural Ventilation 
The ventilation analysis was equal to the vernacular prototype since the hybrid 
windows are the same type (louvered), color, and proportion. Which means it is 
95% efficient assuming that the interior louvers on top of the doors are open, 
closing them would reduce air movement in the space. 
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Figure 71 – Hybrid Natural Ventilation Analysis
7.2.3  Thermal Performance 
This analysis is divided in three sections; discomfort period, indoor temperature 
and heat gain breakdown. 
7.2.3.1 Discomfort Rate 
The analysis determined that over the dry season the envelope presented indoor 
temperatures above the comfort zone for an average of 120 hours (16% of the 
time and an average of 370 hours during the rain season (50% of the time).  A 
similar study determined that during the dry season only an average of 19 hours 
(2% of the time), and during the rain season an average of 52 hours (7% of the 
time) presented temperatures above 30 oC. Temperatures below 30 oC are often 
perceived as comfortable by dominicans and are easily improved by simple fans. 
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Dry Season Rainy Season Temp. 27 > 30 C Temp. above 30 C Inside Comfort Zone
Figure 72 – Hybrid Discomfort Rate Chart
7.2.3.2  Indoor Temperatures   
To identify indoor temperature pa@erns a grid mean temperature analysis was 
performed at peak hour, 12:00 pm. The analysis shows that the west side of the 
house (kitchen and social areas) are the most comfortable, with temperatures of 
25 oC during dry season and 28 oC during the rain season. The east side of the 
house (bedrooms) presented temperatures of 28 oC during dry season, and 29 oC 
during the rain season. 
 
The graph to the left (Fig. 73) shows the 
amount of time spent at each interior 
temperature per year.  As mentioned in the 
previous section, most of the temperatures 
presented are above the average comfort 
band (23-27 oC or 74-82 oF), but below 30 oC. 
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Figure 73 – Yearly Temperature Distribution
7.2.3.3  Heat Gain Breakdown 
The analysis determined that a total of 0.6 kWh/m2 is gained through the 
envelope. 57% (0.2 kWh/m2 ) of the heat gained comes from internal heat 
generators (people, etc), 25% is gained from radiation through the envelope and 
13% from conduction. On the other hand some heat is lost during the dry seasons 
due to conduction of the envelope. The graphic bellow (Fig.74) shows this gain 
distribution. 




Windows Conduction Radiation Inter-Zonal Natural Ventilation
Figure 74 – Hybrid Passive Heat Gain Analysis
7.2.4  Cooling Loads 
As mentioned in previous analyses, it is unrealistic to assume that a middle-
income family in the Dominican Republic would mechanically cool its entire 
house. Because of this, cooling loads will also be determined assuming the 
cooling of only 2 bedrooms in the house, and this value will be the one included 
in the energy demand calculation. The analysis determined that to mechanically 
cool the entire house and keep it inside the comfort band it is necessary to 
produce 18,370 kWh per year. To cool only two bedrooms it is necessary to 
produce only 4,600 kWh per year. 
Bellow we can see the total load distribution over the year (Fig.75) 
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Figure 75 – Hybrid Cooling Loads Chart
7.2.5  Energy Demand 
In order to calculate the energy demand of the building the following appliances 
are assumed since they are commonly utilized in current dominican residences: 
1 microwave oven – 1,350W  …………………………………. Used for 0.5 hrs/day 
15 fluorescent light bulbs – 20W  ……………………...………. Used for 5 hrs/day 
1 400 liters refrigerator  …………………………………………. Used for 24 hrs/day 
4 electric ceiling fan  …………………………….………………. Used for 18 hrs/day 
2 LCD tvs – 210W   …………………………………….…………. Used for 4 hrs/day 
1 washing machine  ………………………………………….……. Used for 1 hrs/day 
1 electric water heater – 15000W  …………………………….…. Used for 1 hrs/day 
2 computers – 300W  ……………………………………….……. Used for 3 hrs/day 
The everyday use of these appliances results in 6,100 kWh per year.  
The energy consumed by the air conditioner with a heat exchanger unit to cool 
two bedrooms in the house is 4,600 kWh per year. This house would consume an 
average of 10,700 kWh per year or 97 kWh/m2a. Less than the 120 kWh/ m2a 
required by Passive House standards. (The energy consumed to cook using 
natural gas was not taken into account for this calculation.) 
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7.3  Comparing Performance 
The following chart compares how each building performs  versus the hybrid. 
The hybrid performs be@er than or equal to the prototypes in most categories, 
and in the categories of radiation and internal gains, where the passive house 
and vernacular prototypes present be@er performance respectively; the resulting 
numbers for the hybrid are insignificant to the overall performance. Lower 
discomfort rates and 30% reduction in the energy demand was achieved in this 
prototype. 
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7.4  Renewable Energy 
Because of the building typology and the high solar access potential this country 
possesses, solar panels may be a viable option for renewable energy production. 
The angle of the panels in this part of the country is almost unimportant, though 
a quick analysis performed in the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s 
website determined that a tilt of 22 degrees South would result into the most 
efficient option . 51
A shadow analysis was performed to determine the best location in the roof to 
place the panels. During the dry season most of the North facing part of the roof 
is covered in shadows by the neighboring structures and during the rainy season 
the South facing part of the roof presents no shadows, with exception of the 
lower east corner. Due to these reasons, the solar panels will be located on the 
South facing part of the roof and will be shifted slightly to the left in order to 
avoid summer shadows. 
This analysis can be seen in the figure on the next page. (Fig. 77) 
 “PVWatts Calculator”, Accessed on December 5 2015, http://pvwatts.nrel.gov51
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The following formula is utilized to determine the efficiency of the panel array: 
Output (W) =  total solar resource factor  x  no. of panels  x  panels wa@s 
Assuming the installation of 10 panels: 
Output (W) =  0.94  x  10  panels x  265 wa@s = 2.5 kWh 
Yearly production = panels output x daylight hours x days in a year 
Yearly production = 2.5 kWh x 12 x 365 = 10,950 kWh/year 
A total of 10,950 kWh/yr will be produced by these 10 panels, slightly above of 
the house energy consumption of 10,700 kWh/yr. 
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Rain Season Average Shadows Dry Season Average Shadows
Solar Panels Solar Panels
Figure 77 – Hybrid Solar Panels Shadow Analysis and Placement
7.5  Construction Costs 
As a developing country with limited experience with sustainable practices,  the 
Dominican Republic has not created an average sustainable construction cost. 
Nevertheless studies have been done in latin america and the Caribbean, and 
these results show that construction costs for sustainable buildings are usually 
10 - 20% more expensive than traditional construction . 52
Therefore, with the average rates of traditional construction in the Dominican 
Republic ranging between USD$600 - USD$ 900 per square meter . The 53
construction of the 110 square meter typical prototype versus the hybrid 
prototype would be US$ 82,500 compared to USD$ 95,000 if a 15% increase is 
assumed. 
This cost does not reflect the price of purchasing and installing the solar panel 
roof array. 
 “Sustainable Construction in Latin America”, Accessed December 8 2015, http://www.usgbc.org/articles/consejo-52
mundial-de-construcción-sostenible-publica-importante-estudio-sobre-el-caso-de-nego
 “Construction costs in D. R.”, Accessed December 8 2015, http://www.elnuevodiario.com.do/app/article.aspx?53
id=371381
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  8.0   CONCLUSION 
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8.1  General Conclusions  
Natural Ventilation 
Air tightness is indeed a good practice whenever designing a building intended 
to work under mechanical ventilation, though if the building is intended to be 
only naturally ventilated, the analysis presented lower discomfort rates 
whenever the building was modeled as “leaky”. This “leaky” practice also aids 
one of the issues of applying Passive House standards in this type of climate-
humidity caught in the envelope and causing internal damage. 
Thermal Comfort 
The prototypes were more efficient at maintaining temperatures inside the 
comfort band whenever the walls were modeled with light insulation (R5-R9) 
rather than modeled without insulation and external shading techniques. 
Therefore, light insulating of the walls is more efficient at keeping temperatures 
lower than shading a non-insulated wall. 
Adapting strategies and standards to meet local needs is a must. Spending time, 
materials, and money to a@ain global standards is sometime unnecessary and 
unsustainable. 
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Cooling Loads 
Regardless of the strategies applied, the use of an air conditioning system 
resulted in  triple the  amount of energy use compared to natural ventilation. If 
possible, relying entirely on natural ventilation is recommended. If the users 
would insist on utilizing mechanical ventilation, a heat exchanger is a must —
specially for higher end buildings with A/C cooling the entire house. 
Energy Consumption 
As previously mentioned, not relying on mechanical  air conditioners will reduce 
the energy consumption by 2/3. 
The equatorial position of the island allows it to receive more daylight hours 
annually with less importance placed on angle.  Provided the site has adequate 
access to unobstructed sunlight,  the use of photovoltaic systems is very efficient 
as a renewable energy option. Not many are required to meet the entire house’s 
basic energy needs. 
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Costs 
Construction costs for sustainable buildings range from 10%-20% more than 
typical construction. This makes this type of construction a tough sell for a 
designer who is presenting the idea to a mid-income family, where cost is a 
primary consideration.  
Nevertheless, the long term benefits that are highlighted by this analysis, 
diminish the importance of the extra construction cost. The sustainable home is 
more valuable because it is intended to be a be@er, more comfortable space 
without any operational energy costs. This type of analysis indicates that the 
extra investment is worthwhile because its shows in a tangible way the savings 
in energy over the year and the efficiency of the renewable energy application. 
Notes 
This project is intended to represent a step forward in the development of 
sustainable construction in the Dominican Republic and the results would 
require a bigger testing sample to be fully taken as a guide. 
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Figure 78 – Hybrid Rendered Front Elevation at Sunset
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